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                Insurance for your business and personal needs.

                    
                        Leavitt Elite Insurance Advisors
 
                    

                    

                    The agencies of Mike Griffin, Bill Abee, Andy Patton, and Simmons Insurance Agency have joined together with the Leavitt Group to form Leavitt Elite Insurance Advisors—an independent agency. North Carolinians and beyond have been relying on these agencies for their personal and commercial insurance needs since 1973!

                Office locations

                                    Denver,                                    Hickory,                                    Lincolnton,                                    Maiden,                                    Mooresville,                                    Mount Airy,                                    Mount Holly,                                    Pilot Mountain,                                    Shelby,                                    Statesville,                                    West Jefferson,                                    Wilkesboro,                                    Winston Salem,                                    Yadkinville                                
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                                            Sure a wonderful group of people always so kind.
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                                            Tracy and Alisa has been so good to me. Helps me with everything I need when I call. They both are such good folks!
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                                            Andy has had my insurance business for 27 year if that says anything. They have been great to work with.
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                                            Traci is so knowledgeable and helpful.

She takes the best care of us. We feel confident in everything she recommends. Thank you so much.
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                                            Awesome group with great customer service!
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                                            Alisa is very honest and upholds the values of Andy Parton insurance. I highly recommend that company.
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                                            Been doing business with this office for many years and they are top notch!

The best customer service you could ask for. Hope they get the phones fixed soon. I like to call my local office and speak to the people I am used to doing business with. Sometimes I have to get transferred a couple of times. Highly recommended!
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                                            The office staff is wonderful, always willing to help out with any questions!
Just a pleasure to deal with them. Only issue I have is the phone system now, if I want to call my local office, the number should go directly there and not somewhere else.
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                                            Andy Patton's Nationwide office is for us the best!
The ladies there are OUTSTANDING!  Can't say enough good things about the ladies who help the customers! I can say if those ladies were not there, We would NOT do business there!
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                                            Great staff and great customer service.
They truly do care and follow up with any questions, or assist with any needs that may arise. I have both personal and business accounts and have always been thoroughly pleased.
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                                            The Best! Anytime you go into this office they make you feel that you matter.
They are always willing to go above and beyond to try and help out.  The girls up front are amazing and always greet you with a smile.  My one complaint is that when I call, I always get someone in a different office and have to be transferred around to the office I do business with.  Overall, a great place to do business!
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                                            I cant say enough about how great Andy and the staff are.
I have worked with Andy, Alicia, Traci, and other staff long before Leavitt Elite purchased this agency. Andy, and these two ladies go above and beyond to make sure you are taken care of. They both make you feel welcome and appreciated. I highly recommend them both.
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                                            Had them for 20 years. Outstanding customer service.
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                                            Had insurance here for years. Never have I ever had a problem.
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                                            Melissa Lloyd is always very helpful, professional and shows great knowledge.
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                                            Melissa Lloyd is very knowledgeable and a pleasure to work with when I have had any issues.
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                                            Jenny helped me get the lowest possible rate with my terrible driving record. Strongly recommend for anyone
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                                            They were so super helpful and sweet! Glad to do business with this office. Great service
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                                            They were absolutely amazing, talking to them made my day despite how terrible things were going. Thank you very much from the bottom of my heart.
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                                            Keiner Solis has been great, attentive and quick in responding to my needs.
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                                            Melissa Lloyd at Nationwide on Trademart Blvd always gives exceptional service. Very professional.
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                                            They wrote our policy quickly answering all our questions. Good customer service which is hard to find these days!
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                                            Super helpful, nice and quick. The ladies I worked with saved me a lot of money and helped me insure a non-occupied house through a renovation. So thankful for their knowledge and help.
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                                            I have been with Nationwide for 30 plus years and have always had good experiences with this agency!
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                                            I have loved getting to know and working with them over the past few years.

They initially did car insurance for my husband and when we got married they took over my car insurance as well as our home insurance. Anytime I have a question or I'm confused about logistics numbers or whatever it may be, they are quick to answer and have always tried to get us the best rate possible!
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                                            This place is really good. My insurance policy is really good and is a good price in my opinion.

But to be fair I moved from Kissimmee, FL. So the insurance should be cheaper. But I really like the people who work there. I had some problems changing insurance from Florida. Which was my fault for not understanding the laws.  But when requesting they send documents to Florida DMV I had to be super specific about what needed to be sent.
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                                            Love working with Andy, Alisa and Traci!

They are the best and always so helpful in every situation! They are fast to reply, courteous and knowledgeable! I would not trust anyone else to serve my insurance needs!
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                                            Always pleasant and eager to go above and beyond. I am so thankful to have them in my town!

With Andy Patton's office Traci and Alisa are always there to answer all my questions, follow through with anything I need until everything is resolved.
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                                            I can't even begin to say enough wonderful things about the ladies up front.

They go above and beyond for all their customers, but my favorite has to be Mrs.Traci. Thank y'all for all you do!
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                                            Wonderful staff and excellent customer service!
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                                            The ladies up front are the best! I've never had an issue.

Anytime I call or go by the office the ladies take off all my insurance needs and answer all my questions! I only issue I'Õve had is with the phone system lately, you have to be transferred a few times. However, they tell me they're working on it. 10/10 recommend the Wilkes Location!
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                                            Bilingüe, muy buen servicio, amabilidad y cortesía.
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                                            They are small town feeling while remaining professional. I would definitely recommend this agency to my friends and family!
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                                            The staff is very helpful and always willing to go the extra mile to support their clients.

Each time I've needed quotes or changes to any of my policies the staff has made it easy and effortless. The trust we have in these ladies is why we stay.
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                                            Couldn't ask for a better agent. They are the best!
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                                            They are a very professional and trustworthy organization.

That makes picking out the right customized insurance package a smooth process.
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                                            Great Insurance company.
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                                            The Statesville team has been wonderful to work with.
 I moved all of our insurance needs to them because of the responsiveness I received and continue to receive.
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                                            Great service and they were committed to help us with the best customer experience in choosing the best product for our needs, highly recommend!
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                                            I really enjoyed the help that was provided to us.
 Me and my mom had an issue with hearing back from a claim we put in. Leavitt Elite Insurance was able to help us get an answer and fast for our claim. I will be forever grateful with them. They are very nice people that know how to handle serious situations.
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                                            The process was easy and very efficient. Excellent customer service and saved some money as well!
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                                            We love the personalized experiences that we get from Leavitt Elite.
 They handle our personal insurance and all our business needs. Both are exceptional and care about us and our business. They are quick to respond to our questions, very friendly, and we love the personal experience that they provide us with our insurance needs.
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                                            We have worked with Alex and his group for over 2 years.
 The customer service and care they provide is excellent.  They are always available and willing to help us with all of our insurance needs.  Alex comes to our office frequently to check in and make sure all is well. Leavitt Elite frequently invites us/the community to his office for special occasions to build relationships with the people they serve.  We could not be happier with the service they provide. Highly recommend.
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                                            Dennis Long and Angie Forbes have never let us down. They reply promptly to any requests we make. In this day and age, it is great knowing you can reach your agent whenever you need them.
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                                            They have done an awesome job helping with all my needs and making sure I had all the answers.
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                                            They have always, on several occasions, gone far beyond their obligation to me as a client. Very professional people who ACTUALLY put the client first and foremost.
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                                            Great business and great employees!  Robert Perry was very professional and caring in meeting my financial needs!
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                                            Very nice and friendly ladies
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                                            Friendly and helpful.
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                                            Tammy is the best!
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                                            Have had this insurance before they're good insurance for what I need and the coverage. And the rates are reasonable.
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                                            I love the folks here, they always have my back.
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                                            These people are awesome and care for your needs on pricing and customer care.
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                                            Had a great experience with this agency!
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                                            They were efficient, knowledgeable, sweet and so very helpful!
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                                            Very Professional and helpful staff, they go out of their way to make sure you have the coverage you need and goes over all the options - great agency
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                                            Great group of folks to work with. They really care about getting us the best coverage for the best price.
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                                            Dennis Long helped us determine how much insurance we needed and found the best coverage for the best price.

If you're in the market for any insurance needs give him a call. We've converted all of our personal and business insurance over.
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                                            Helped me when I was rear-ended
Gave me a few tips to dealing with insurance and Body shop places too!
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                                            Awesome group of ladies
who are professional and kind. Best place for all your insurance needs
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                                            With all the claims my family and I have been responsible for I can't believe they haven't kicked us to the curb
Just the opposite, they have supported us through so much. Couldn't ask for better service!
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                                            Barbi and everyone else there are great!
She is very quick to get back with us on any questions we have and she always goes out of her way to make our insurance experience a pleasant one. I recommend her and the company hands down! She is one of a kind??
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                                            This is the best car insurance Place in the world.
10 Stars especially Ms. Karen Stroud is off the chain
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                                            Great agency!
Always helpful and work very hard to help customer
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                                            I have been a customer of Simmons insurance agency for 20+ years
They are always so helpful and friendly, they are truly the greatest.
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                                            I concur with the 5 star reviews.

I had an awful experience with Liberty Mutual Insurance. I used to insure with Nationwid3 and regret my decision to leave. I knew Mr Simmons who is a fine gentleman. His daughter now runs the agency. They were very helpful and I am happy to return. They quoted reasonable rates and there is a local agency.
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                                            I have been with this agent for 30+ years
They are very helpful and friendly.
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                                            We've been with Simmons Insurance Agency for years
We would never have our insurance anywhere else.  They work hard to get us the lowest price possible on our home and car insurance.  They are always ready and willing to answer any questions, help with any concerns and are always kind and courteous.
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                                            I've been with Simmons for a few years
They've always gave me good prices and service.  Recently had a rock crack my windshield. Their staff member Stephanie made the process quick and painless and my windshield was ready for repair within 48 hours!
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                                            For YEARS I’ve been working with them and I have absolutely no complaints!
Alisha always goes above and beyond to make sure I get the best rates, she is always just one email away !
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                                            Great people to work with
My family has done business there for a very long time
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                                            They are always fast friendly and very happy to be helpful
I've always gotten terrific service.
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                                            Best place ever!
Celia is great! She is always so helpful and friendly when I call! I cannot say enough good things! Will never go anywhere else! I highly recommend!
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                                            I have always worked with Jackie she is always spot on!

Coverage is top notch and price is competitive. They never take shortcuts which really make the difference of a claim should ever arise. I had one fender bender and not at fault but thank goodness they made sure I had uninsured motorist coverage as that saved my backside when I was hit by someone who did not have any insurance coverage! A+
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                                            If your looking for someone to handle your insurance specifics with your "BEST ONLY IN MIND"
you need to work with Celia!  She's the best of the best!  She is just one member of the Pam Morgan team.  For the last 15 years they have been at my side!
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                                            I have had Nationwide with Mark Todd agency for 40 years
I moved from Yadkinvlle over 30 years ago but I would not change my insurance or agent. Nancy is the best to work with.  I have never had one problem or complaint with them for the 40 years. I love doing business with them. Always taken care of my needs.
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                                            Pam was very knowledgeable and helpful
about helping me purchase liability insurance for my small business. She went above and beyond what I expected of an insurance agent and always kept me up to date on my policy. If you are looking for an insurance agent who will be in your corner and fight for you, call Pam Morgan at Simmons Insurance Agency today!
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                                            Experience, home town atmosphere, very helpful
You're sure to get the best coverage with Pam Morgan and her staff
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                                            Great knowledgeable people to work with
and personable customer service. I have been with this company for years and am always impressed by them.
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                                            I have been with Simmons Insurance for many years
Always helpful, polite and there for me with the best price. Highly recommend!
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                                            Pam and her team do a great job
I have insurance with them. as a Realtor I also send  referrals To them also and have always received good feedback from the clients Pam and Simmons Insurance have helped.
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                                            My agent Alisha is the best!
She is so knowledgeable! I have several car insurance policy’s with her and I always feel like I’m getting the best bang for my buck. Thank you so much for all your help!
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                                            Fast service, quick response when needed to change mortgagee information
Definitely great company with great agents
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                                            Great experience great price for Insurance multiple types in 2 states
Saved almost 2 thousand dollars a year couldn’t be happier
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                                            Switched to Griffin Ins Agency with their agent Leon Brown for my small business (we have 40 employees) and it has been great.

Even though in year 1 we had a couple of claims, they handled them professionally and renewed my policy without question. Every small business owner has lots of problems but with Leon Brown and Griffin Ins you will have one less thing to worry about.
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                                            They were so super helpful and sweet!

Glad to do business with this office. Great service.
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                                            Such a pleasure to work with them.

Very knowledgeable. Made the process of removing and adding a vehicle very easy. I have been with this insurance agency for 15+ years.
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                                            I can't say enough good about the people at Griffin Insurance. Super friendly and very knowledgeable .

Jamie has taken such great care of me every time I've needed help. I'll be keeping my insurance right here.
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                                            I have had this company for many years and it is the best by far.
 The staff at this location are super friendly and always helpful!!!
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                                            I can't say enough good things about Andy Patton and his wonderful office staff.
  They consistently go above and beyond to ensure the best value and the policies for the situation.  It is rare to call a business and easily access the owner but Andy makes himself available to make you feel like a valued customer and not just a policy number.
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                                            Rich at Griffin insurance has helped us out with a variety of insurance needs: auto, renters, landlord policies.
 We've had to change policies a lot due to moves, new vehicles, etc. I've been impressed with the rates and the service. Definitely highly recommend!!!
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                                            Dennis is responsive and always looking out for my best interests.
 He is definitely a person I can count on to help me with my business.
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                                            Great group of folks to work with.
 They really care about getting us the best coverage for the best price.
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                                            Griffin Insurance really knows what customer support is all about.
 Our agent (Dennis Long) was able to get us better coverage and save us money. They go the extra mile to make sure you are covered and take care of any issues that may come. Whether you are an individual or own a business, you can count on Griffin Insurance for ALL your insurance needs.
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                                            Melanie was awesome!
 Got a quote way cheaper then I was expecting and had a policy within 10 minutes.. she emailed me proof of insurance right away and I had a new tag all before lunch time. Definitely recommend this place
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                                            Was most helpful people.
 Sold ins policy we were looking for. Layne agency in Elkin did not help as these people did. Many kudos to this agency
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                                            It has been a pleasure to work with their team!

As a representative for SERVPRO of Lincoln/NE Gaston I have had the opportunity to work with the Team from Nationwide Insurance-Griffin in Lincolnton and Denver on many occasions.

I will say they are always professional and knowledgeable and have a genuine interest with taking exceptional care of their clients. 
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                                            Griffin Insurance has been my insurance provider for over 15 years now and not only is their product good, but their service is great.
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                                            The Griffin Insurance team provides high quality customer service and are trustworthy. 

They provide the best solutions and options for their clients. They are very supportive of the local community as well as they are involved with several organizations across the Lake Norman community.
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        We represent the nations’ top insurance companies
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                Latest News and Insurance Insights

        Stay up-to-date on the latest helpful insurance tips. View all posts »
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